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UNREALISTIC EXPECTATION PHENOMENON

Abstract: The quality is business philosophy, pragmatic approach and life style. In the same time the organization can not fulfil all requirement of quality. In that case, one of typical kind of reaction is complaint. Complaints are valuable information in modern business, either when regarded as a determined degree of materiality, or when regarded as an identified expression of consumer dissatisfaction with product quality. A well established, effective system of gathering, processing and analysing complaints enables an organisation to create information basis for decision making based on facts. This information basis allows one to efficiently establish and apply the measures for continuous improvement of product quality. Therefore, complaints are a kind of materializing a principle of the quality management system. In order to achieve system efficiency, it is necessary to continually use the same methodology of gathering and processing complaints. This enables both the parallel and the temporal comparison of gathered information. Thus, it is possible to accurately define trends of consumer satisfaction level. Moreover, it is particularly important to explore the cause of complaints arising. The research, conducted from 2004 to 2009 in one Croatian big organization named “Croatia Ltd.”, indicates that there is a correlation between certain parameters, such as the number of complaints, the number of passengers and the investment rates. Higher investments in product quality do not consequently mean fewer complaints due to the „unrealistic expectation“phenomenon. Due to the fact that only a negligible percentage of dissatisfied consumers are willing to express their dissatisfaction and file complaints to organisations, complaints management should be combined with other forms of consumer satisfaction measurements. One of the useful tools for measuring consumer satisfaction level is the compliment monitoring system, which should also be applied continually by using a unique methodology for the purpose of further information comparison. This will provide the background for further decision making. Complaints and “unrealistic expectation phenomenon” are the characteristic of all organizations, even the innovative and world wide known.
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11.1. Introduction

Organisations, which have not chosen a quality concept as their strategic orientation in doing business, do not sufficiently take consumer satisfaction level into consideration and very often neglect the possibilities offered by the effective system of gathering, processing and analyzing complaints and compliments. The development of such system is one of the tools for efficiently measuring consumer satisfaction. On the other hand, those organisations with quality concept built in their business strategies, measure consumer satisfaction using other methods as well, such as: measurement based on their own questionnaires and interviews with consumers, „mystery shopper“ method, measurement based on external audit results, based on researches conducted by specialised scientific and other institutions (faculties, institutes, agencies, etc.), or based on the industrial standards of a certain industry (e.g. civil aviation).

A complaint should be not only registered, but also regarded as a trigger for initiating the whole process consisting the following: analysis, communication with the person who filed the complaint, making decisions and improvement plan, enforcement of planned activities for the purpose of the permanent elimination of complaint cause, as well as recontact with consumer and building a specific complaint in periodic report on consumer satisfaction measurement. Thus, it is contributed to the improvement of organisation quality system through the higher degree of materializing several quality management principles: consumer orientation, decision making based on facts and continuous improvement principle.

11.2. Definition of Complaint

Consumer complaint might be defined as an expression of dissatisfaction with a product or service, either orally or in writing, from an internal or external consumer. A consumer may have a genuine cause for complaint, although some complaints may be made as the result of misunderstanding or the unreasonable expectation of a product or service. How a consumer complaint is handled will affect the overall level of
consumer satisfaction and may affect long-term consumer loyalty. In other words, these are defined as those raised by the customers. When the customer pays for a product or service, it is assumed that the product will work correctly or that the service received is as promised. Ideally, the customer will be satisfied, and there will be no complaints. If there is a problem and the customer complains about it, and the company should quickly answer the complaint and solve the customer's problem. This is often done through your company's customer service activity. Or, briefly, a complaint is an expression of discontent, dissatisfaction, regret, grief or resentment.

Some authors (Zoran, 2001, 50-54) find different aspects in defining complaint. A complaint could be defined as a mere expression of dissatisfaction caused by unfilled consumer expectations regarding product or service use value. On the other hand, a complaint is a specific requirement for the improvement of delivered product/service of worse quality than agreed upon.

In the same time the complaint can be defined as an appreciable indicator of what makes consumers dissatisfied, what problems they cope with, but did not expect before purchase. A company might consider complaints as the excellent source of additional data for client satisfaction monitoring, in particular when first defining value for clients, what clients complain about and what should be removed in order to achieve their satisfaction. Besides, those data could serve as the continuous indicator of client satisfaction improvement after having taken the named measures (Vranešević, 2000, 198).

Despite different approaches of certain authors, complaint monitoring system is the useful source of data and information on the level of consumer satisfaction with a product or service. When establishing a complaint monitoring system, it is necessary to take into account the following (Drljača, 2010, 352-353):

- The sources of data on consumer dissatisfaction. From period to period the sources should be identical, so that the number of complaints is comparable. If the sources change, that fact should be by all means taken into consideration when conducting researches.
- The methodology of complaint gathering and processing, which should be identical in order to enable comparison. It is necessary
to determine what is considered as a complaint, i.e. what form of dissatisfaction expression (only expressions which are addressed to an organisation in writing, or also orally), which should be adequately registered.

- The aim of the establishment and activation of complaint monitoring system, which should be, on the one hand, the monitoring and quantification of consumer satisfaction level with product or service quality, and, on the other hand, building the information basis as the starting point for examining the real causes of product quality decline, namely of consumer dissatisfaction with its quality.
- Interpreting the number of complaints and drawing conclusions.
- The purpose which is not merely identifying the number of complaints and problem simplification, but also the analysis required for writing Plan of corrective actions that will be used for coping with the causes of consumer dissatisfaction.

Complaint could be regarded as market reaction to the quality level of a product or service, either from a material or psychological point of view. Material component refers to the fact that dissatisfaction, as a psychological state of being and the individual expression of that state, could be materialized in expressing dissatisfaction by letter, e-mail message, phone call, public performance etc.).

Psychological component refers to the consumer perception of product, service or organisation quality they are not satisfied with. That perception is usually more intense as soon as dissatisfaction occurs, and it often weakens eventually, even changes in general. However, if it is intense enough to last, it becomes an impression and could permanently damage organisation image.

Interpreting the number of complaints from a certain period should be carefully dealt with. The paucity of complaints does not necessarily mean the paucity of dissatisfied consumers. The number of complaints presents those consumers who have decided to express their dissatisfaction in writing. A certain number of dissatisfied consumers will never inform the organisation of their dissatisfaction and will never make any step which would transform the psychological into material component of complaint.
Complaint monitoring system... is a significant source of additional data for monitoring client satisfaction, but it is necessary to point out its limitations: it mostly monitors dissatisfaction, i.e. problems in product or service use, and therefore it is rather the system for monitoring dissatisfaction; also, no matter how simple and easily used by clients, complaints will be addressed only by those with specific problems and willing to complain, and that is the minority of potentially dissatisfied clients and even fewer number of all clients in general“ (Vranešević, 2000, 199).

It seems quite difficult to unambiguously determine the number of really dissatisfied apart from those who have already complained to the organisation. There are some estimates that there are ten dissatisfied consumers behind one who has really complained. According to some researches, only 4% of dissatisfied consumers are willing to express their dissatisfaction, namely to give complaint to organisation (Brown, 1995, 209), meaning there are 25 times more dissatisfied than formally registered. According to Kotler, who refers to different sources, 5% of all consumers complain, while the remaining 95% believe that it is not worth to complain, namely they do not know whom and how to complain. The half of those 5% consumers who complain says that the problem has been solved satisfactorily, which is miserably 2,5% of the total number of those who have had a reason to complain. Among those dissatisfied consumers, 90% of them do not want to purchase from that organisation any more (Kotler, 2009, 392).

For instance, the Quality Department of “Croatia Ltd.” decided to monitor and analyze consumer complaints, as one of the methods for measuring consumer satisfaction, by determining the procedure for complaint processing. The procedure consists of the following steps:

- To take carefully each complaint into consideration,
- To register each complaint in Book of complaints,
- To sort out complaints into specified categories,
- To periodically (monthly) analyze all registered complaints,
- To periodically (monthly) report on consumer satisfaction level, based on the complaint analysis as one of the significant indicators,
- To suggest the actions for further improvements within the report,
To deliver the report to Quality Manager. On the basis of the report, Quality Manager writes a note for the Board of Directors and suggests decisions to be made in order to, primarily, eliminate the causes of complaint appearance.

11.3. Resources and methodology for complaint gathering

In order to develop the complaint management system of “Croatia Ltd.”, it was required to identify the sources of gathering complaints, as well as their commitment to make contact with complaint submitters, if the contact is possible to make. They also committed to writing monthly reports on complaints. In the course of communication development, more and more complaints had been addressed to the company electronically via its website.

Gathering complaints on basis of the identified methodology, as well as their processing and analysis, started in 2003, the 1st of May. The first report on the results of consumer complaint analysis was made in the year of 2003, comprising the period from 1st May till 31st December of the same year. Thereafter, complaints have been regularly gathered and processed, and reports have been made each month, as an important discussion base at the meetings of Board of Directors. In fact, discussions are focused on the quality level of services the company daily provides consumers with, and the measures that the company should undertake to eliminate complaint causes and to raise the quality level of their services. Thus, the company would also raise the level of consumer satisfaction constantly from period to period. The reports on complaints consist of the number of complaints, the analysis of complaint causes, the allocation of complaints to an appropriate business process and the identification of reject level.

According to the data from Table 1, there have been registered 583 complaints in total from 2004 to 2009. Looking at annual data, most complaints were received in 2007 (113) and in 2008 (112). However, the absolute number of complaints in a specific year is not really indicative and the comparison of absolute numbers per year might lead to a wrong conclusion about the level of consumer satisfaction.
Table 11.1. No. of complaints on “Croatia Ltd.” services from 2004 to 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of complaints</th>
<th>Number of passengers</th>
<th>Investments (in euro)</th>
<th>Number of complaints per 10,000 passengers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004.</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1,408,206</td>
<td>6,780,756</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1,551,519</td>
<td>4,145,499</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1,728,413</td>
<td>3,303,181</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007.</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1,992,455</td>
<td>5,028,697</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2,192,453</td>
<td>6,457,799</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009.</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2,062,242</td>
<td>1,401,802</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total:</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>10,935,288</td>
<td>27,117,733</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: “Croatia Ltd.” Quality Department.

The number of passengers have changed within the research period. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate a relative indicator in order to draw correct conclusion about the level of consumer satisfaction measured by the number of complaints. That relative indicator is calculated as: number of complaints/10,000 passengers. It could be concluded that the level of consumer satisfaction, according to this indicator, was not the lowest in 2007, when the company received most complaints, because the relative indicator of consumer satisfaction was 0.57 complaints per 10,000 passengers in that year. Namely, the level of satisfaction was the lowest in 2004 when the company registered fewer complaints during the year, but the relative indicator was 0.76, which shows the higher number of complaints per 10,000 passengers, than in 2007.

11.4. Causes of complaints

Another important question for the analysis of complaints certainly refers to the causes of complaint appearance. Within the research period the data have been systematically gathered in a way that the causes were assigned to the following groups: 1) process management, 2) human factor, 3) equipment, 4) facilities and 5) others (Table 2).
Table 11.2. Causes of complaints on “Croatia Ltd.” services from 2004-2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Process management</th>
<th>Human factor</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Facilities</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>51 %</td>
<td>23 %</td>
<td>11 %</td>
<td>9 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>73 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>67 %</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>58 %</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>12 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td>42 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>60 %</td>
<td>31 %</td>
<td>6,50 %</td>
<td>1,50 %</td>
<td>1,00 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: “Croatia Ltd.” Quality Department.

Thanks to the analysis of complaint causes the company is able to consider how to direct its improvement actions, its additional investments and what business area holds hidden reserves. The analysis results present a significant information base for business decision making based on facts, materializing one of the eight quality management principles.

Fig. 1 Pareto for the average share of complaint causes

Source: own study
Referring to Figure 1, it could be concluded that, within the research period, most complaints have been caused by process management (on an average 60%). People made on an average 31% of all mistakes. The equipment quality was the cause of 6,50% of the total number of complaints, the facilities quality 1,50%, and the other causes on an average 1%.

Pareto, as illustrated above, shows the causes that generate most problems. It is usually used to illustrate the 80:20 rule, which means that 80% of all problems are caused by 20% of all causes.

In the case of “Croatia Ltd.” it could be concluded that process management and human factor present on an average 91% causes of all complaints. Namely, while designing the programme of corrective actions and improvements, the emphasis should be put on those measures and activities which will improve the quality of business processes, the quality of managing those processes and the competency of employees. Any improvement in those two segments will significantly contribute to service quality, that is, to decrease the number of complaints. The other causes, such as equipment, facilities and others, present the important minority of complaint causes and will certainly not be considered as priorities in dealing with the problems relative to the level of consumer satisfaction measured by the number of complaints.

11.5. Correlation between complaints and number of passengers

Speaking of the number of complaints, determining the relative indicator is not sufficient for intensive analysis. Therefore, it is important to also determine the degree of positive correlation between the number of complaints in a specific year and another variable taken into consideration, for instance the number of passengers, investments (infrastructure, education, new technologies, etc.). The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient has been used for the purpose of determining the presence and intensity of positive correlation. By identifying the intensity of correlation between, on the one hand, the number of complaints and passengers and, on the other hand, the number of complaints and the
amount of investments, it will be determined which correlation is more intense and has more influence on the number of complaints.

Table 11.3. Calculating the rank correlation coefficient for the data from Table 11.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of complaints</th>
<th>Number of passengers</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Deviations $(X_i - Y_i) = d_i$</th>
<th>$d_i^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.728.413</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1.551.519</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009.</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2.041.714</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004.</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1.408.206</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2.192.453</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007.</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.992.455</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL:</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>10.914.760</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study

The empirical value of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Drčjača, 2010, 295-306) between the number of complaints and passengers is $r' = 0,3715$. That indicates the correlation of low intensity and leads to the conclusion that the presence of other variables, with more significant influence on the number of complaints than the annual number of passengers, should also be examined. The calculation value of the variable does not reach the signification level of 0,05. The standard deviation for the number of complaints is $\sigma = 15,55$, meaning that the average frequency deviation from the mean is approximatively 15 complaints. The value of variance coefficient is $V=16\%$, which means that the average frequency deviation from the mean is 16%. The standard deviation for the number of passengers is $\sigma = 0,276875$ or, in other words, the average frequency deviation from the mean is approximately 276.875 passengers. The value of variance coefficient $V=15,24\%$ means that the average frequency deviation from the mean is 15%. In the case of “Croatia Ltd.”, the reason is probably the inconsistent use of methodology, as they have been using new sources for complaint gathering from year to year. It specially refers to the year of 2004 when
the positive rank difference was +3, which is too many of complaints in relation to the number of passengers.

11.6. Unrealistic expectation phenomenon

The empirical value of the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the number of complaints and the amount of investments is $r' = 0.60$. That indicates the good correlation of those two variables and means that the number of complaints depends on the amount of investments. The calculation value of the variable does not reach the signification level of 0.05. The standard deviation for the amount of investments is $\sigma = 1.8484$, meaning that the average frequency deviation from the mean is approximately 1.85 million euros of investments. The value of variance coefficient is $V = 40.9\%$, which means that the average frequency deviation from the mean is 40%.

At first sight, it seems illogical because the increase of investments in the infrastructure quality, people and other resources should result in higher level of service quality and fewer number of complaints. However, this positive correlation eventually makes sense. The fact that the increase of investments in the infrastructure, people (education) or new service development increases the spectar of services consumers are provided with (renovating a passenger terminal, decorating a business class salon, w-lan signal, Internet connection, new services in catering facilities, new parking area with new parking payment system, etc.), also increases the possibility of more passengers dissatisfied by a certain service. On the other hand, the consciousness of market or consumer orientation also develops the sensibility for registering even the smallest sign of failure while offering services. Therefore, it is now being registered and treated as a complaint what has not been so far. The reason could be the new sources of complaint gathering, but also the new phenomenon which occurs in situations when investments in quality result in inferior quality, i.e. the number of complaints. It is the phenomenon of „unrealistic expectations“.

Namely, by investing in quality and offering new services the level of consumer satisfaction is expected to increase, and the number of complaints should decrease. At the same time, investments in new
services offered to passengers creates a wider base for potential failures while offering services, which have not existed before as well as new services. Hence, new service in offer presents a base for new potential dissatisfaction, i.e. complaint.

Despite that this research has discovered the mentioned phenomenon, there is a need to continue research on determining the higher degree of positive correlation between the number of complaints and the number of passengers.

Complaint management is a demanding task which requires comprehensive knowledge of business processes, the system for gathering and processing complaints, unique methodology, consistent use of methodology and the appropriate attention of organisation authorities.

The fact that an organisation has implemented the system for complaint gathering and analysis represents the improvement of measuring the level of consumer satisfaction, and indicates that the organisation is market-oriented. Nevertheless, market orientation is not sufficient, particularly in more developed integrations of management systems. Therefore, complaint management should be combined with other methods of consumer satisfaction measurement towards setting up the information basis for making effective business decisions in order to improve quality in general.

The same situation is with compliments. Compliment is “…public statement of satisfaction with someone’s act or activity; publicly emphasizing the value of someone’s act, public approval“ (Anić, 1994, 698). As complaint, compliments also indicate the level of consumer satisfaction. The same system and instruments could be used for their gathering and analysis, as used for gathering and analyzing complaints. The company “Croatia Ltd.” uses the mentioned system. The sources for compliment gathering are the same as for complaint gathering. It is necessary to use the same methodology from period to period in order to enable the comparison, namely decision making on the changes in sense of increasing or decreasing the level of consumer satisfaction.

The number of compliments is a useful data source for measuring the level of consumer satisfaction. That source should be consulted continuously using the unique methodology in order to enable period comparison. The mentioned indicator will not be sufficient for making decisions on the level of consumer satisfaction, but in combination with
other tools for measuring consumer satisfaction it might significantly influence decision making based on facts.

### 11.7. Summary

Consumer satisfaction could be differently measured, and complaint is one of those frequently used tools, efficient in the process of determining the level of consumer satisfaction by product quality. While creating the system for gathering, processing and analyzing complaints, there should precisely define complaint sources, methodology for gathering and processing complaints, as well as decision making, because thus the information basis is created for decision making based on facts. Those decisions will refer to the measures and actions for identifying and permanently eliminating the causes of complaint appearance, as well as the application of improvement measures and activities. It is important to use the same methodology for gathering and processing complaints during this process, so that the analysis results become comparable from period to period and the trend of consumer satisfaction level could be determined. The compliment monitoring system could be used in the same way, as one of consumer satisfaction indicators. The transport companies in Croatian, but also in foreign transport segment could not be compared on the basis of the number of complaints and compliments as the indicator of consumer satisfaction level because there is no formal obligation of their monitoring, nor unique methodology to enable their comparison.
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